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A2iA Launches A2iA Mobility™: Next-Generation Mobile Software,  

Streamlining Mobile Data Recognition 
 

A2iA’s patent-pending software toolkit boasts a Global footprint and more seamless user 

experience. 

 

Paris / New York, February 25, 2013 – A2iA (@A2iA), a trusted name in the Worldwide data 

capture, document processing, and payment systems markets, unveiled today its newest software 

toolkit, A2iA Mobility™, bringing about next-generation capabilities for mobile data recognition.  

With a Global footprint and available for integration into a variety of mobile applications, including 

mobile remote deposit capture / check deposit, A2iA Mobility is available for Android and soon iOS 

platforms, and performs all image capture, cleanup (image quality analysis, IQA / image usability 

analysis, IUA) and data extraction directly on the smart phone or tablet -- no server connection is 

required, delivering an immediate confirmation of the data extracted and uncovering new 

opportunities for users looking to capture information in remote locations.   

 

“A2iA Mobility is a powerful tool that will enable our partners to apply the same proven capabilities 

of our traditional software to a new generation of mobile applications, unlocking new opportunities 

for field agents, as well as financial institutions looking to offer a simpler user experience to their 

customers,” said Jean-Louis Fages, A2iA President and Chairman of the Board.   “By performing 

all processes on the local device, A2iA Mobility delivers capabilities for real-time business 

operations.” 

 

Applicable to various document types including checks, identification documents and other forms 

and documents, A2iA Mobility is an API, customizable within the host application and changing the 

way mobile data recognition takes place with a more seamless user experience.  Users receive 

immediate confirmation that all identified data-points have been accurately captured prior to 

sending to the financial institution or back office, eliminating manual data entry and reducing the 

number of times the data and image are transferred between parties.  Easily interfaceable with 

existing banking software, such as internal risk management solutions, A2iA Mobility allows for 

permission-based functionality to be applied to each transaction, reducing fraud.    

 

About A2iA Mobility™ 

A2iA Mobility™ is a patent-pending software development kit (SDK) available in multiple country- 

and language-versions for integration into mobile data capture and recognition applications, such as 

mobile remote deposit capture.  A robust software with the ability to perform all image capture, 

cleanup and recognition on the native device, A2iA Mobility delivers application diversity by 

allowing users to broaden their mobile product offerings for applications such as account openings, 

bill pay, and payment processing.   

 

http://www.twitter.com/a2ia
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About A2iA 

A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is the worldwide leading 

developer of handwritten and machine printed text recognition, information extraction and 

intelligent document classification toolkits. By enhancing solutions from systems integrators and 

independent software vendors, A2iA allows complex and cursive data from all forms, documents 

and checks including unstructured handwritten letters, to become part of a structured database, 

making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of flexibility of printed or digital data. 

Proven to reduce costs and nearly eliminate data-entry and manual document processing, A2iA has 

been improving business process automation and delivering a visible ROI for over 20 years.  For 

more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or +33 1 44 

42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.  

 

For more information: 

Wendi Klein, North America: wendi.klein@a2ia.com / +1 917 237 0390 ext 4034 

Venceslas Cartier, EMEA & India: v.cartier@a2ia.com / +33 1 44 42 00 92 

Jorge Tavares, Latin America: jorge.tavares@a2ia.com / +1 917 237 0360 ext 4028 
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